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Abstract

Developing and scoring situational judgment tests have usually required much expert opinion. A more powerful, broader, and still cost-efficient procedure for creating standards even in ill-defined domains, termed Consensus Based Measurement (CBM), allows examinee responses to be evaluated as deviations from consensus understandings implied by the response distributions of examinee samples. Evaluative data show substantial convergence between expert and examinee based standards and scores, and indicate CBM may be used to score SJTs even when expert judgments are not available to develop scoring rubrics.

1. Background

The Army uses situational judgment technologies and materials to improve supervisory, leadership, and interpersonal knowledge, skills, and values that affect Soldier performance, and it is likely that the importance of these human characteristics will increase as units continue to become more autonomous, flexible, and powerful (cf., Hedlund et al., 2003). Closely related assessment center technologies have been utilized for industrial and scientific purposes to develop models of performance and evaluate theories of cognition (Mayer, Caruso & Salovey, 1999; McDaniel et al., 2000). Therefore, technologies supporting situational judgment tests’ development have both practical importance for Army operations and scientific importance for psychologists.

Situational judgment is required in many practical situations that individuals encounter in their personal life and in job-related settings, and superior performance in these situations often requires knowledge reflecting a wide range of experiences. Situational judgment tests (SJTs) have been constructed to describe these situations. These scales require examinees to endorse either actions or interpretations that might be associated with the simulated event. SJTs have been described as low fidelity simulations because ambiguity is necessarily associated with the situations, actions and interpretations. Assessing performance on these scales requires the development of scoring rubrics that are sensitive to this ambiguity.

To ensure relevance to the performance domain, the development of SJTs has traditionally required much expert judgment to: (a) identify and describe situations, (b) specify relevant interpretations and responses, and (c) develop scoring rubrics to assess performance on the instruments. These scales often assess abilities in soft domains, such as interpersonal and supervisory skills, to support personnel selection and development. This approach has been problematic because while substantial numbers of experts are required for scale development, sometimes experts have been difficult to identify, may have competing time requirements, or may provide inconsistent information. In addition, some domains lack certified experts, and the specification of knowledge for emerging domains may be incomplete and impossible through expert opinion.

2. Consensus Based Measurement

A simpler, cost-efficient procedure, termed Consensus Based Measurement (CBM), can, and more broadly should be used even when experts are available. This approach leverages models of human performance by postulating that errors in opinions are random and not systematic over individuals (cf. Legree, Psotka, Tremble & Bourne, in press; Legree 1995). CBM is particularly well suited for those cases in which expertise is rare or difficult to identify and for emerging domains for which understandings may not have been well-specified.

Our conceptualizations regarding CBM evolved from expectations about how item response distributions might change as a function of the expertise of respondent samples. Knowledge is customarily viewed as growing over levels of expertise within any specific domain. Therefore, if a sample of apprentices were tracked over time, and repeatedly surveyed with standard knowledge items as novices, journeymen, and experts, the response distributions in Figure 1 might describe their growth in expertise. The distributions in Figure 1 illustrate both individual differences and increasing knowledge.

![Figure 1. Test performance across three levels of expertise.](image-url)

However, suppose supervisors were surveyed with items that required endorsement of statements using a Likert scale. For example, supervisors might be requested to rate the importance of maintaining morale to support team performance. For this type of item, the response distributions associated with increased levels of expertise (i.e., those supervisors who are more knowledgeable) might...
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vary in both central tendency and in variance. A change in central tendency, which is illustrated in Figure 2a, would occur as individuals learn that maintaining morale may carry indirect implications for performance. A reduction in variance might occur as respondent understandings concerning morale become more refined, allowing recognition that while morale carries implications for team performance, these implications may be limited. Figure 2b illustrates a reduction in variance of response distributions associated with increased accuracy.

![Figure 2. Likert item responses across levels of expertise.](image)

Both these trends may have general relevance to understanding the growth and refinement of knowledge. By definition, naïve individuals have poorly formed conceptual structures for understanding relationships or events, and their responses may not be sensible, sometimes indicating ignorance of even basic relationships and sometimes overstating their importance. However, with increasing degrees of sophistication, individuals become increasingly aware and accurate in their understandings of relationships and events. To the extent poor performance on a knowledge test can be viewed as reflecting error, non-expert responses will be more variable than those of experts, as well as possibly having a different central tendency.

These conceptualizations suggest that by phrasing items in the form of Likert items, mean expert ratings might be approximated by mean journeyman ratings. Substantial convergence (Figure 2b) would occur when the main difference across levels of expertise corresponds to differences in variance as opposed to central tendency, and the assessment of this possibility, if endorsed, would allow the development of scales for domains without the necessity of expert opinion data.

3. Results & Conclusions

To evaluate these conceptualizations, four datasets were identified that support the assessment of examinee responses using traditional expert-based scoring as well as CBM. The level of convergence between both scoring rubrics and scores was computed for each dataset as the correlation between sets of values.

Table 1 summarizes the level of convergence between both the scoring rubrics and the resultant scores for those datasets. These results show substantial convergence between situational judgment tests scored using expert and examinee based scoring standards computed without reference to criterion data for which substantial expert and examinee data are available. The analyses indicate that CBM may be used to develop and score situational judgment tests when expert responses are not available or of limited quality. This technology is ideal for identifying knowledge in emerging domains that have not been well-specified, are dynamic, or may lack any experts.

Data that provide evidence in support of the additional hypothesis that CBM in many circumstances is superior to expert-generated rubrics is advanced in Legree et al. (In Press).

Table 1. Summary results from four datasets supporting expert and consensus based scoring.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scale / Source</th>
<th>Scoring Key convergence</th>
<th>Score convergence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Project A SJT (Legree, 1995)</td>
<td>.74</td>
<td>.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSCEIT (Mayer Caruso &amp; Salovey, 1999)</td>
<td>.90</td>
<td>.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TKML (Legree, Pspotka, Tremble &amp; Bourne, in press)</td>
<td>.96</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCO21Supervisory SJT (Heffner &amp; Porr, 2003)</td>
<td>.89</td>
<td>.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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